
Dear Raphaela, 	 12/10/93 

As I told David when t Piloned yesterday, the pages you sent me endSwith 455, 

which is a half—pabc.That leaves the balance of Chapter XXI through XXXII for me to 

go over. I gave David several pages that were missing. I do not now recalliWhether 

I told him ileat in XIV 342 and in XV 436 also were missing. They are. 

For a first experience with a computer you have done, I think, very,very well. 

But as 1  indicated immediately, there are problems and some took me time and 

will take much time from Richard if you do not master them in the retyping. To save 

time all around, particularly Richard's when he edits, I suggest that you also have 

a better concept of style. That may also save time in copy editing. 

And have explained to you how you get italics. There was not a single one, all 

being replaced by caps. 

Another point that may represent a problem for Richard in editing is that when 

you switched to the second system, which gave the appearance of printed rather than 

typed copy, the margins were smaller, with very little on the right. I do not know that 

he will need more space in editing but I raise this in the event he might. 

Not indenting; for paragraph beginnings might require consultation with the rough 

draft in retyping because there some6eo is no extra space and because a new page does 

from time to time begin with a flush new sentence. 	 'k 
Those extra caps where not intended reminded me of my own and unsuccessful effort 

to be able to use an electronic typewriter. All sorts of things I did not intend were 

on the paper! 

For a first time - think you did very well. I do appreciate how difficult this was, 

particularly because the copy was so dirty and hard to read, and I do thank you for it, 
01 

for the condierable effort when it was so difficult. 

Best wishes, 


